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Abstract
In this paper, we describe methods for predicting the performance of Computational Grid resources (machines, networks,
storage systems, etc.) using computationally inexpensive statistical techniques. The predictions generated in this manner are intended to support adaptive application scheduling
in Grid settings, and on-line fault detection. We describe
a mixture-of-experts approach to non-parametric, univariate
time-series forecasting, and detail the effectiveness of the approach using example data gathered from “production” (i.e.
non-experimental) Computational Grid installations.

1 Introduction
Performance prediction and evaluation are both critical
components of the Computational Grid [12] architectural
paradigm. In particular, predictions (especially those made at
at run time) of available resource performance levels can be
used to implement effective application scheduling [22, 24, 5,
25, 4]. Because Grid resources (the computers, networks, and
storage systems that make up a Grid) differ widely in the performance they can deliver to any given application, and because performance fluctuates dynamically due to contention
by competing applications, schedulers (human or automatic)
must be able to predict the deliverable performance that an application will be able to obtain when it eventually runs. Based
on these predictions, the scheduler can choose the combination of resources from the available resource pool that is expected to maximize performance for the application.
Making the performance predictions that are necessary to support scheduling typically requires a compositional model of
application behavior which can be parameterized dynamically
with resource information. For example, consider the problem of selecting the machine from a Grid resource pool that
delivers the fastest execution time for a sequential program.
To choose from among a number of available target platforms,
the scheduler must predict the execution speed of the application code on each of the platforms. Grid infrastructures such
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as Globus [11, 6] provide resource catalogs in which statically
known attributes (such as CPU clock speed) are recorded. As
such, the simplest approach to selecting the best machine is to
query the catalog for all available hosts and then choose the
one with the fastest clock rate.
There are several assumptions that underlie this simple example. One assumption is that the clock speeds of the various available CPUs can be used to rank the eventual execution speeds of the program. Clock speed correlates well with
execution performance if the machine pool is relatively homogeneous. One of the basic tenets of the Grid paradigm,
however, is that a wide variety of resource types are available.
If, in this example, a floating point vector processor is available, and the application vectorizes well, a slower clocked
vector CPU could outperform a faster general purpose machine making clock-speed an inaccurate predictor of application performance. Conversely, if it is a scalar integer code, a
high-clock-rate vector machine might under-perform a slower
commodity processor.
A second assumption is that the CPU is the only resource
that needs to be considered as a parameter to the application
model. If the input and output requirements for the program
are substantial, the cost of reading the inputs and generating
the outputs must also be considered. Generating estimates of
the time required for the application to perform I/O is particularly difficult in Grid settings since the I/O usually traverses
a network. While static CPU attributes (e.g. clock speed) are
typically recorded for Grid resources, network attributes and
topology are not. Moreover, at the application level, the network performance estimates that are required are end-to-end.
While it is possible to record the performance characteristics
of various network components, composing those characteristics into a general end-to-end performance model has proved
challenging [20, 9, 32, 10, 2, 17, 21].
However, even if a model that effectively composes application performance from resource performance characteristics is available, the Grid resource pool cannot be assumed
to be static. One of the key differentiating characteristics of
Computational Grid computing is that the available resource
pool can fluctuate dynamically. Resources are federated to
the Grid by their resource owners who maintain ultimate local control. As such, resource owners may reclaim their resources, may upgrade or change the type and quantity of resource that is available, etc. making “static” resource characteristics (e.g. the amount of memory supported by a machine)

potentially time-varying.
Even if resource availability is slowly changing, resource contention can cause the performance that can be delivered to
any single application component to fluctuate with a much
higher frequency. CPUs shared among several executing processes deliver only a fraction of their total capability to any
one process. Network performance response is particularly
dynamic. Most Grid systems, even if they use batch queues
to provide unshared, dedicated CPU access to each application rely on shared networks for inter-machine communication. The end-to-end network latency and throughput performance response can exhibit large variability, both in local area
and wide area network settings. As such, the resource performance that will be available to the program (the fraction of
each CPU’s time slices, the network latency and throughput,
the available memory) must be predicted for the time frame
that the program will eventually execute.
Thus, to make a decision about where to run a sequential
program given a pool of available machines from which to
choose, a scheduler requires
a performance model that correctly predicts (or ranks)
execution performance when parameterized with resource performance characteristics, and
a method for estimating what the resource performance
characteristics of the resources will be when the program executes.
In this paper, we focus on techniques for meeting the latter
requirement. In particular, we discuss the use of statistical
time-series analysis to make resource performance predictions from historically observed performance measurement
data. We have used this methodology as part of the Network
Weather Service (NWS) [31, 29, 19] — a Grid middleware
service that has been used extensively [22, 5, 28, 1, 23, 30, 25,
4] to provide resource performance forecasts to Grid schedulers. We describe the specific techniques that have proved
successful from our collaborations with various Grid scheduling projects, and we discuss various statistical features that we
have observed while working with different Grid resources.
This work is most closely related to the work of Dinda [7, 8]
who has studied the use of on-line time-series analysis models for predicting host-load characteristics. Our approach differs in its computational complexity and its ability to adapt to
changing dynamics, but the goals are similar.

that useful qualitative information may be difficult to incorporate under this assumption. For example, it may be possible
to know that “less” bandwidth will be available to a desktop
machine which is typically used by a person who frequently
downloads images from the Internet than from a machine used
by a person who typically works locally. The NWS approach
is to gather performance measurements from both machines
and then predict future measurement values so that the predictions can be compared quantitatively. For some Grid applications, simply knowing “less” or “more” resource will be available may be enough to develop an effective schedule. The advantage of using quantifiable resource characterization, however, is that the information is more easily encoded for use
by an automatic scheduler. That is, it may be difficult for a
scheduling agent to parse and compare the qualities of a resource, but forecast quantities can almost always be compared
if the units are compatible.
A second important assumption made by the NWS forecasting method is that performance measurements can be gathered non-intrusively. In particular, any load that the performance monitors introduce does not have a measurable effect
on the resource being monitored.
Finally, because the methods are time series based, they assume that the characteristics being measured have an instantaneous value that can be sampled at any given point in time.
Not all quantifiable performance characteristics which are
useful for scheduling easily conform to this model. For example, it is useful to predict the duration of time that a resource will be available based on previous availability history.
Availability, in a time series form, is a series of binary values
indicating available or unavailable at a particular time. Thus,
the measurement levels are bimodal. While Markov-based
models are adept at predicting modality, time-series analysis
tends to be less effective. It is possible to incorporate statetransition models into the NWS forecasting framework, but at
present they are not used by the system.
Dynamic Model Differentiation
Rather than relying on a single model, the NWS uses a
mixture-of-experts approach to forecasting. A set of forecasting models are configured into the system, each having its
own parameterization. Given a performance history of previously observed measurement values, each model is exercised
to generate a forecast for every measurement value based only
on the measurement values that come before it. That is, given
a performance history of values, a forecast is generated for
each. To generate a forecast for measurement , only values
up to measurement
will be presented to each forecasting model, for all values
. We term this method
of replaying a performance history to generate a forecast for
each known measurement value postcasting.





2 The NWS Forecasting Methodology
The forecasting methodology used by the NWS assumes that
each resource performance characteristic can be measured
quantifiably. Each resource can be described by a stream of
performance measurements, and predictions of future measurement values are the quantities that are of interest. Notice

   



Postcast errors are generated for each forecasting method by
differencing each measurement with the forecast generated
for it. By aggregating the postcast errors, each method is assigned an overall accuracy score for the complete history up to

the point in time when the forecast is generated. When a single forecast is required, the NWS forecasting system applies
the postcasting procedure to all of the configured prediction
models using the most recent performance history available,
and ranks each prediction model in terms of its accuracy. The
most accurate model is then chosen to make the requested
forecast. Each time a forecast is requested, the NWS recalculates the accuracy ranking using the most recently gathered
history. The NWS constantly gathers measurement data from
sensors that it controls. Thus, the performance histories that
it uses are, typically, up-to-date at the time a forecast is requested from the system, and the forecaster choice takes into
account the “fresh” historical data.
This method of differentiating between competing models
based on previously observed accuracy has several advantages. The first is that it is non-parametric. Each individual
model may have a specific parameterization, but the complete
technique simply takes the constantly-updated performance
history gathered by the NWS as its only input. A second potential advantage is that it is possible for the system to adapt
to changing conditions in the cases where the performance
response series is non-stationary. For example, if an exponential smoothing predictor with a gain factor of 0.01 is the
most accurate predictor at one point in time, and conditions
change so that a sliding window median predictor with a window size of 10 becomes the most accurate (due to a change in
the series dynamics) the system will switch predictors if the
change is persistent enough to cause the aggregate error ranking to change. If, however, the forecasters have been exposed
to an extensive performance history before the change point,
it may take a great deal of time for the better method to garner
a lower aggregate error.

input: T: measurement trace
F: set of forecasting models that take a trace of fixed size and produce
a forecast of next value
W: a set of integer window sizes to limit postcasting
for each window size in W + (entire history)
for each forecaster in F
postcast current forecaster over current window size in T
(window size slides over all of T)
record aggregate error for current forecaster
end for
record forecaster with lowest aggregate error for this window size
end for
choose forecaster and window size with lowest aggregated error and make
final forecast using it

Figure 1: Pseudocode for NWS Forecasting Methodology

Figure 2: Internet Throughput, 64KB messages
forecasters that work well over short histories should be more
accurate since they do not include stale data.

3 An Example

To improve the response of the overall technique to changes
in the underlying dynamics of each measurement series,
the NWS forecasting subsystem also selectively limits the
amount of history during postcasting to determine if “old”
data is harming accuracy. During the dynamic model selection phase, a postcast is conducted using all previously available data. In addition, the system conducts postcasts using
different windows of previous data (always starting with the
most recent data and working backwards in time) and records
the “winning” forecaster for each window size. The number of postcast limiting windows and their sizes are fixed at
compile time, but can be changed via configuration parameters when the forecasting subsystem is built. Each window
size of previous history is subsequently treated as a separate
forecaster and a final accuracy tournament determines which
forecaster will be used.

To illustrate the types of forecasts that can be generated by
the NWS adaptive forecasting technique, we will use the following example. Figure 2 depicts an application-level TCP/IP
trace from the University of Tennessee (UTK) to the University of California in San Diego (UCSD). The trace times a
64 kilobyte TCP/IP socket transfer and an application-level
acknowledgment and from that timing and data size, it calculates a throughput measure. The socket buffers for this trace
are 32 kilobytes, and the buffers used in each communication
system call are 16 kilobytes. The entire trace spans the month
of June, 2000 with one transfer recorded every 30 seconds. 1
A companion trace of traceroute data showing the endto-end gateway traversal indicates that the series is likely not
a stationary one. The routes used to connect UTK with UCSD
changed from time to time due to routing table misconfigurations and maintenance.

The pseudocode shown in Figure 1 summarizes how NWS
forecasts are generated from a given measurement trace. The
effect of using this method is that either the forecaster that
has the lowest aggregate error since the beginning of the trace
will be chosen, or the forecaster that has the lowest error over
an abbreviated history of fixed size will be chosen that the
best forecaster. If the system has quickly changing dynamics,

In Figure 3 we show the NWS forecasts (the light color) superimposed over the measurement series (dark color). After
each measurement was gathered, it was passed to the forecast1 The actual trace contains a little over 85,000 measurements. As such,
the trace data used to generate the graphical figures in this paper has been
decimated. All forecasting and error calculations, however, use the complete
trace. We decimate the time series output only for graphical display purposes.

Figure 3: NWS Forecasts of UTK to UCSD Throughput

Figure 4: NWS Forecasts of UTK to UCSD Throughput

ing subsystem and a forecast (using the method described in
Section 2) was generated to produce the forecast trace. From
the figure, it is clear the the NWS forecasters determine a centralized or smoothed estimate at each step in the series. The
figure also provides a qualitative depiction of the forecasting
error. Each light-colored forecast point is matched vertically
with the dark colored measurement data point it forecasts.
The degree to which the dark features are showing (i.e. are
not obscured by a light-colored features) provides an indication of the overall error.
More quantitatively, Figure 4 details the error performance of
the forecasting system. The vertical axis of the graph shows
the forecasters that are currently configured into the NSF
Middleware Initiative (NMI) [18] release of the NWS and
their individual error performance. Error (shown on the horizontal axis) is measured as the square-root of the mean square
error (MSE). If each NWS forecast is considered an conditional expectation of the succeeding measurement, then the
forecasting error approximates the conditional sample standard deviation. We do not claim, however, that the conditional expectation or the conditional standard deviation are
either optimal or unbiased estimates for the true conditional
mean and variance — only engineering approximations.

Each of the horizontal bars in the figure (except for the top
two) shows the error performance of a different forecasting model. Notice that one type of model (e.g. exponential smoothing [15]) is used multiple times with different parameterizations (e.g. the gain factor). The entire forecasting
suite is similarly populated by different parameterizations of a
smaller set of models. The software has been modularized to
permit new model types, and different modularizations of the
included models when it is configured. Currently, the NWS
uses 24 model parameterizations (shown in the figure) in the
standard release. The choice of these models is based on our
anecdotal experience with effective prediction techniques in
the Grid settings where we or our collaborators have constructed successful schedulers.
The error bar that is second from the top in the figure shows
the error performance of the adaptive NWS technique. That
is, this line indicates the true error an NWS user would have
seen from the forecasts generated when the trace was gathered “live.” Notice that it is equivalent to the minimum error
across all configured forecasters. While space constraints prevent us from demonstrating this effect more completely, in all
postmortem trace analyses performed by our group since the
inception of the project, this phenomenon has been observed.
The NWS adaptive forecaster achieves at least equivalent (if
not slightly better) error performance as the most accurate of
its constituent models. We do not claim that the adaptive forecaster must achieve equivalent accuracy. It is clear that it is
possible to construct a series artificially for which the adaptive
technique will be less accurate. Our experience, however, is
that for empirically observed measurement series taken from
Grid systems, this phenomenon occurs in every case.
Also for space constraints, we have omitted the limited postcast history errors. For this trace, the best overall adaptive
performance comes from considering the all previous values
at any given point in the trace (despite the potential for non–
stationarity). That is, the forecasters that adapt based on a
shortened window of history are less accurate that the ones
that considers all previous measurements.
The error bar marked “Optimal Postcast” at the top of the
figure indicates the theoretically maximal forecasting performance (minimum error) that the method could have achieved
if the best predictor at each step were known. That is, each
time a forecast was generated, if the most accurate prediction made by any predictor in the suite were used, the aggregate error measure shown by the top error bar in the figure would have resulted. This measure represents the upper
bound on accuracy since it is the most accurate that the entire
suite could have been if perfect foreknowledge of predictor
accuracy were possible.
The bottom two error bars are also noteworthy. The bottom
most error bar (marked “Last Value”) represents the accuracy
obtained by simply using the last observed value as a prediction of the next performance measurement at each step.
This method corresponds to the typical way in which Grid

users make ad hoc estimates without the aid of numerical
forecasting techniques. Most users simply “ping” the desired
resources or read the most recent performance measurements
recorded for those resources by an available monitoring tool,
and compare the measurements that they observe to make
their scheduling decisions. This method is, by far, the least accurate of those that are available. A second common method
is to use a running average as an estimator based on the assumption that the series is converging to a single mean performance value. The running mean is more accurate than the
last value as a predictor, but again, significantly less accurate
that other, only slightly more sophisticated techniques.
One possible argument for using the more simple last value
or running average techniques is that the computational efficiency of these methods is quite high. The last value requires
no computation, and the running average can be calculated
as a simple on-going update. The techniques that we have
chosen to incorporate in the NWS implementation, however,
come primarily from the signal processing disciplines making
very high-performance versions possible. With careful implementation, each forecast shown in Figure 3 required 161
microseconds on an unloaded 750 MHz Pentium III laptop.
Thus the additional computational overhead introduced by
our implementation of the adaptive methodology introduces
negligible performance overhead. More concretely, considering the difference in error performance between the Last
Value predictor, the adaptive NWS predictor, and the Optimal
Postcast, our implementation halves the error difference between optimal and last value at a cost of 161 microseconds
per forecast.
Forecasting Error
For Grid scheduling, the forecasting error can also be used
to gauge the value of a particular resource. In Figure 5, we
show a trace of TCP/IP throughput between adjacent workstations attached to a 100 megabit-per-second Ethernet at the
San Diego Super Computer Center (SDSC). The probe size
for this trace is 64 kilobytes, with one probe taken every 120
seconds, and the adaptive NWS minimum MSE forecast is
superimposed over the measurement trace. The Ethernet segment, however, is also shared by other hosts at SDSC. That is,
it is not dedicated to a particular cluster, but rather is a part of
the shared, local-area network infrastructure. In Figure 6 we
show three days worth of TCP/IP trace data between a pair
of cluster nodes at UTK. The nodes are attached via switched
gigabit Ethernet that is dedicated to intra-cluster communication exclusively. Both figures are plotted using the same
scale. Note that the missing values in Figure 6 occur when
the machine was taken out of service for maintenance.
As expected, the forecast performance of the dedicated gigabit Ethernet link is higher than that for the 100 megabit
connection throughout the measurement period. The gigabit link’s forecast hovers near 100 megabits per second for
most of the trace, while the forecasts for the 100 megabit link
are mostly just above 50 megabits. However, the
value (termed the forecast deviation in each figure) for the



Figure 5: NWS Measurements and Forecasts of 100 mb Ethernet
at SDSC

Figure 6: NWS Measurements and Forecasts of switched gigabit
Ethernet within a cluster at UTK

100 megabit trace is 9.7 megabits-per-second. For the gigabit trace, it is 64.3 megabits-per-second. Roughly speaking,
as a percentage of the forecast value, the forecast deviation
is is approximately 20% of the forecast for the 100 mb Ethernet, but 60% for the gigabit link. For programs with malleable granularity that can be controlled by an on-line scheduler, a more predictable performance response despite lower
absolute performance may make a resource more valuable
than faster, less predictable resource. Data parallel or SPMD
(Single Program Multiple Data) programs, for example, have
their overall performance defined by the slowest task. In [4]
we describe a dynamic scheduling technique for data parallel programs that automatically partitions the workload based
on forecast performance levels. For that system, a gross over
prediction of delivered performance results is extra work assigned to the potentially slow resource and, as a result, the
application executes with less-than-expected performance.
This example also illustrates the role that forecasting can play
in detecting faulty resources. For a dedicated gigabit switched
network, a forecast value near 100 megabits, with an error deviation of more than 60% is indicative of a potential problem.
When shown this data, the system administrators for the cluster upgraded the system software (several times, hence the
drop-out in the trace) in an effort to correct a suspected configuration problem. Using the NWS forecasting, it is possible
to build an alarm system that would have signaled the poten-

could use the lower confidence bound as a prediction of that
minimum and it would be correct 95.6% of the time.

Figure 7: Confidence Range formed by +- 2 Deviations

tial problem much earlier [16].

4 Forecasting Error and Empirical Confidence Intervals
In the previous example, the forecast error deviation permits a ranking of resources by their predictability. For
some measurement streams, the forecasting error also can
be used to generate a quantifiable bound on the predictability of the measurements in the stream. By treating the MSE
as the conditional sample variance, a confidence
interval for
 
the forecasted
value
can
be
calculated
as

  

where  is a multiplica
tive factor to be determined. We have used a  value of
3 to bound the predicted execution times of worker tasks
in a master-slave distributed implementation of FASTA — a
commonly used genetic sequencing application [25]. For the
genome sequences we examined, a  factor of 3 allowed the
scheduler to determine the “dependable” task execution time
across a wide range of target resources.







Predicting the performance of an individual resource (as opposed to the convolution of data-dependent task execution
time with resource performance response as in the FASTA
experiment) smaller multiplicative factors are often effective.
For example, we observe, that for network throughput, a factor of 2 yields a 90% or better “hit rate” for each succeeding
measurement, with the rate being above 95% for most of the
measurement streams we have encountered.
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confidence
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the UTK-to-UCSD throughput trace shown previously in Figure 2. At each point in time, the forecast confidence range is
formed by making a forecast for ! the next measurement value,
and then adding and subtracting 
for the MSE that
has been observed up to that point. The capture rate for this
trace is 95.6%. That is, over the entire
measurement
period,
"
!

captures
the confidence range predicted by
the next measured value for 95.6% of the total number of measurements. If a scheduler (such as the one reported on in [25])
were concerned with the minimum available performance, it






 

The dotted line in the figure represents the 5% quantile for
the entire trace, with 95% of the measurements falling above
this line. If the data were treated as a sample rather than as
a time series, this value could be used as an empirical estimate of the minimum throughput level with 95% confidence.
By treating the data as a potentially non-stationary series, and
recalculating the confidence interval at each time step based
on forecasting error, the NWS methodology generates a significantly tighter lower bound than a sample-based quantile
method.
As an example of how pervasive this phenomenon is for
TCP/IP network throughput, we show the distribution of forecast capture percentages (i.e. the observed confidence percentage) for a complete Grid system we monitored during
the month of October, 2002. The Grid Application Development Software (GrADS) [3, 14] project, as part of its research agenda, maintains a Grid testbed based on stable deployments of the Globus [11, 13] toolkit and the NWS. The
purpose of the testbed is to provide support for the development of Grid programming tools, and to act as a production
Grid environment in which GrADS enabled applications can
be tested and evaluated. Globus and the NWS provide the
base Grid software infrastructure that GrADS software tools
build upon. Approximately 50 users (programmers, graduate students, and project administration personnel) have access to the testbed at any given time, and it is maintained as a
permanent resource. Thus, the GrADS testbed constitutes an
example of a practical, working Grid.
During the month of October, 2002 the GrADS project developed and deployed six GrADS-enabled applications for
demonstration at SC02 — a prominent high-performance
computing conference that takes place annually in November. As such, the October measurement and forecast data for
the testbed reflect Grid dynamics in a production computing
setting.
The testbed comprises 77 host machines organized into several Linux clusters as well as various independent Unix and
Linux machines. Within each cluster, the available networking is either 100 megabit Ethernet or gigabit Ethernet. Clusters at a single site are either connected via local area networking or via the campus network infrastructure (GrADS testbed
sites are located at various Universities and two research laboratories). Inter-site network connectivity is provided by the
Internet, although several of the sites have experimental, highperformance access to an Internet backbone. The GrADS
sites are geographically distributed with machines located at
Rice University, UCSD, UTK, the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), Indiana University, the Information Science Institute (ISI), and the University of California at
Santa Barbara (UCSB).
The NWS provides support for organizing end-to-end net-

Figure 8: Distribution of Capture Percentages for TCP/IP Throughput on the GrADS Testbed

Measurements on the GrADS Testbed

work measurements hierarchically. Not all machines must
conduct machine-to-machine probes of network connectivity
to provide forecasts for the entire resource pool (details on
this scaling technique are described in [26] and [31]). For
the GrADS testbed, 1234 NWS TCP/IP probe traces are sufficient to provide a complete end-to-end performance forecast
report. Finally, the NWS uses a variety of probe sizes ranging from 64 kilobytes per probe to 4 megabytes per probe,
depending on the link characteristics at hand. As such, the
complete GrADS testbed trace captures good cross-section
of available network technologies and probe sizes under Grid
computing loads.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of capture percentage over the
total October trace set when 2 forecast error deviations are
used to form a confidence interval. All network types (intracluster, intra-site, and inter-site) are represented. The traces
have been sorted from smallest capture percentage to largest.
 depicts trace number and the 
 shows
The
the capture "
percentage
(confidence
level) observed for each


!
trace using

to form each conditional confidence interval. The smallest capture percentage is approximately 89%. More than 1084 of the 1234 traces, however, two
forecast deviations captures 95% or more of the future values.
We are just beginning to study this phenomenon in detail, but
anecdotally the GrADS testbed analysis reflects the common
experience reported by NWS users for TCP/IP throughput in
different settings.









In Figure 9 we show the cumulative distribution of CPU load
measurement capture percentage that 2 deviations generates
for the 77 hosts in the GrADS testbed. The NWS supports
a CPU monitor that reports the percentage of CPU cycles
that are available to an executing process. The default periodicity (which is what has been used to monitor the GrADS
machines) is 10 seconds. Thus each of the 77 traces contains approximately 250,000 measurements of available CPU
fraction at each 10 second time step. The number is approximate since data may be missing when a machine becomes
unavailable
as is ! the case in
 Figure 6. For 75 of the 77 traces,
 
also generates a 95% (or higher)

confidence interval.





Figure 9: Distribution of Capture Percentages for CPU Availability

It is clear that the empirical confidence technique warrants
more study. Resource characteristics such as TCP/IP roundtrip time are not as predictable as throughput or available CPU
fraction. We suspect that available non-paged memory will
prove to be similar to CPU measurements in terms of predictability, but the NWS memory sensor has only recently
been developed giving us a limited experience with true load
characteristics.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
The problem of predicting resource performance is central to
Computational Grid research. Not only is it critical to effective program and system design, but the engineering of dynamic schedulers and fault diagnosis tools requires on-line
access to prediction data as part of the Grid infrastructure.
While explanatory models are beginning to emerge, fast statistical techniques applied to real-time performance measurement streams have empirically been shown to be effective.
With little added computational complexity, it is possible to
make predictions of future performance measurements, and
to quantify the error associated with these predictions. The
resulting prediction accuracy can be substantially better than
simply using the last observed value, or averaging — the two
most common methods of predicting future performance from
historical measurement data. In addition, it is possible to derive empirical confidence intervals, based on forecast error,
for some forms of resource performance response. Our experience, described using a small number of representative
examples in this paper, is that these results are general for the
resource types we have presented.
There are several ways in which we are currently extending
our work. We are studying the decay in forecast accuracy
(both in terms of the forecast value and the width of the empirical confidence intervals) as a function of time into the future.
The current set of NWS forecasting techniques make predictions for the next time interval. As such, the periodicity with
which measurements are gathered defines the time frame for
which a forecast is generated. We are attempting to quantify
the error associated with multi-step forecasting.

We are also investigating methodologies for automatically deriving the multiplicative factor that is needed to generate a
given confidence range. The forecasters themselves are nonparametric, but the confidence interval system requires that
the multiplicative factor be specified. We believe that the
forecasting system must be able to adapt its parameterization
automatically to be truly useful in an engineering context.
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